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Prior to the raise of Starwin Capital, Mr. Kevin Guo has already
worked deeply in the FinTech industry for four years. In
2012, he and Soul Htite, the formal CTO of Lending Club, cofoundered the P2P lending platform, Dianrong. Dianrong has
now completed four rounds of financings, with the C round
of $207million, led by Standard Chartered Bank. It has now
become the “Unicorn” with valuation over $1 billion.

Mr. Kevin Guo
Co-founder & CEO of Dianrong
Chairman of Starwin Capital

Prior to co-founding dianrong, Kevin was a Managing Partner
of a well-known law firm in Shanghai, providing legal counsel
to leading multinationals, including Siemens, Google, and
Microsoft on the intellectual properties issues. Also, he acted as
the legal adviser for a number of venture capital funds.
In 2008, Mr. Kevin Guo began to act as an angel investor. In
2011, he became the Executive Partner for the a Unique &
Leadership private equity fund focused on the National Equities
Exchange and Quotations’s (NEEQ) investment with all invested
enterprises listed. In 2016, he jointly set up the first domestic
FinTech Investment Fund with Angel Plus - Xinghe Hongsheng,
to support the early-stage innovation and development of
China's FinTech industry, and collaborated closely with Israel,
the Silicon Valley’s high-tech incubators.
Mr. Kevin Guo was awarded the EMBA, school of Finance,
Tsinghua University, and the EMBA, the Advanced Finance
Institute, Shanghai Jiaotong University. In January 17, 2017,
Kevin Guo, became one of the founding members for the
Global Blockchain Business Council, on behalf of China.
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Mr. Stanley Yong
Head of Innovation Acceleration, Monetary
Authority of Singagpore

Stanley has over 14 years of experience in policy development,
strategic implementation, operations management and R&D.
These include tenures at Singapore’s Central Bank (MAS); the
premier research institute for data science (ASTAR); and the
manufacturing sector. He now heads the innvation acceleration
strategy for the fintech ecosystem.
Most recently, he has led the conceptualization, research
and realization of Project Ubin - the MAS' central bank
digital currency project for cross border payments. He is the
MAS' specialist leader in blockchain and distributed ledger
technology projects using Corda, Hyperledger and Ethereum.
He played an instrumental role in developing the Smart
Financial Strategy for Singapore’s financial sector with Deloitte
Consulting.
Prior to this, he had developed the MAS’ model risk audit
framework and led a team of quants. He has conducted data
science courses, equipping over 60 central bank economists
with programming skills and basic machine learning expertise
in R. This continued on from his R&D work in the Institute for
Infocomm Research at ASTAR where he applied machine
learning to natural language processing. Supporting Stanley’s
proposition are multiple graduate degrees in Computer
Science, Statistics, Advanced Finance and an MBA from top
global universities.
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Mr. Aaron Siwoku
Founder & CEO, TOAST, Singapore

Mr. Alex Campbell
Managing Director of Asia, Xero

Aaron Siwoku is the Founder and CEO
of TOAST a cross border money transfer
app and future finance platform for Asias
under banked population.Aaron Siwoku
is the Founder and CEO of TOAST a
cross border money transfer app and
future finance platform for Asias under
banked population.

Alex Campbell is Xero’s Managing
Director for Asia, a role he took on in
early 2016 to officially launch Xero’s
operations in the region. He leads
Xero’s growth into Singapore, Hong
Kong, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 45+
countries across Asia.
Alex brings over a decade’s experience
working in technology and a passion
for helping small businesses grow and
thrive. Alex has lived in Singapore for
five years, and prior to joining Xero was
Executive Director, Asia at ASX-listed
communications and technology group
STW, where he was responsible for
corporate strategy, M&A, and business
development across Asia.

Previously Alex worked in Melbourne
for Australia’s leading digital agency
DT, spending five years in software
development and technology
consultancy before moving into strategy
and being appointed Strategy Director.
Alex holds a BA in History & Politics from
the University of Melbourne, and will
soon complete his Executive MBA from
the The University of Chicago Booth
School of Business.
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Mr. Andrew Work
Head Content Strategist, Asia Pacific,
NexChange

Andrew Work is the Head Content
Strategist, Asia Pacific, at NexChange, the
social platform connecting the world to
finance and innovation and co-creator of
the Fintech O2O brand and events. He
directs the web, app and social media
content for the Asia Pac region in video
and prose. Andrew also stewards the
content of the NexChange and Fintech
O2O events with the content team across
Asia.
Andrew has spoken, MC and moderated
panels at a wide range of business,
finance, fintech, and innovation-related
events around the world. These have
included many Fintech O2O events
including the Global Summit, the World
Bank/IMF SME Finance Forum, the World
Business Angel Investment Forum, the

Mr. Andy Chan
Co-founder, Qupital Limited

Andy Chan is Co-founder and CEO
of Qupital, an invoice discounting
exchange, connecting businesses
to professional investors. He has
experience in Commercial Banking and
Asset Management in Hong Kong and
New Zealand, while also possessing a
background in Software Engineering.
Also, Andy has helped to develop an
innovative legal technology platform in
Denmark. He overseas Qupital's daily
operations, strategy and partnerships.

Baring’s relaunch in Asia, Qualcomm’s
4G/5G Summit, RISE Hong Kong, the
Canadian Crowdfunding Summit,
Standard Chartered events and many
more.
He is the former Executive Director of
The Canadian Chamber of Commerce in
Hong Kong and led Gorilla Asia, a media
platform for the Internet investment
community during the first dotcom
boom.
He has written extensively on public
policy as it impinges on the growth of
business and flourishing of technology.
He holds a Bachelor of Science from
McGill University and an MBA from the
University of Victoria.

Andy studied Economics and Computer
Science at Brown University. He grew up
and spent the majority of his childhood
in Auckland, New Zealand, where he
graduated as valedictorian of Rangitoto
College.
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Ms. Bianca Ho
COO & Co-founder, Clare.AI

Mr. Chee-Sing Chan
Content Strategist, Edelman

Bianca Ho is the co-founder and COO
of Clare.AI, which build white label AI
digital assistants to empower financial
institutions to engage their customers
in a natural and reliable way at-sacle.
She was formerly business development
manager of Zendesk, responsible for
their expansion into China market. She
has also worked in OneSky as their first
business development manager. OneSky
is a cloud-based translation management
platform that simplifies the translation
workflow for websites, apps, softwares &
documents.

Bianca's career as an entrepreneur starts
before founding Clare.AI. She previously
co-founded Dotkids, a startup aiming to
create a children friendly space online
by applying for .kids domain name.
She is also a active youth advocate in
Internet governance, and is selected as
one of the youngest members of the
Multistakeholder Advisory Group in the
United Nations Internet Governance
Forum (“UNIGF”).

In his current role as Content Strategist,
Chee works with technology and
corporate client organizations in
developing content to enhance
communications and marketing
programs that engage and influence key
stakeholder groups, from customers, to
employees and industry influencers.

as eGov Innovation, CMO Innovation,
Health Innovation and Asia Cloud Forum.
Having joined the territory’s leading
technology publications in 2001, Chee
has over 12 years experience in the Hong
Kong and regional technology industry.
His areas of coverage include critical CIO
challenges from technology-enabled
innovation and transformation to C-suite
collaboration, change management,
governance and risk/security issues.

Prior to joining Edelman, Chee
was formerly the Group Editor for
Computerworld Hong Kong and
Enterprise Innovation, overseeing
editorial teams across Asia for
Computerworld Hong Kong and
Enterprise Innovation magazines and
web sites as well as related sites such
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Ms. David Rosa
CEO & Co-Founder, Neat

David is a FinTech entrepreneur. He is the
CEO and Co-Founder of Neat, Asia’s first
mobile current account. David started
his career at Citi where he became their
youngest Managing Director in Asia.
He then co-founded the Asian arm of
Integral Capital Management which he
sold in 2014 to focus on FinTech.

David holds a BSc in Economics from
the London School of Economics and is
a Responsible Officer (Types 1, 4 and 9)
under the Hong Kong SFC.
David has been based in Hong Kong for
the last 16 years.

Throughout his career he has been
exposed to the extremes of managing
teams across times zones in complex
corporate environments all the way to
agile business development for startups
and related pivots to find productmarket-fit.

Mr. Donald Chan
Director, Asia Pacific, BondIT.

Donald focused on business
development in Asia over the past 10
years. He co-founded BondIT Asia,
the first in the market to provide fixed
income algo-advisory solution. He
manages the company’s strategic
engagements with clients, business
partners, and investors in key wealth and
asset management markets across Asia
Pacific.
Prior to BondIT, Donald launched
Freightos’ online freight network and
marketplace in Asia and saw the team

grew from 25 to over 100 staffs. Donald
began his career in Singapore Economic
Development Board as Senior Officer,
Semiconductor Group. He was then
appointed Centre Director, overseeing
businesses from emerging technology
hubs and emerging Southeast Asian
markets.
Donald graduated Summa Cum Laude
in Electrical Engineering (B.S.E) from the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. He
holds a degree in Master of Engineering
(M.Eng.) from Princeton University.
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Mr. Emil Chan
Internet Finance SIG Chairman & VP,
IProA

Emil is a FinTech enthusiast with over
20 years experience in managing IT
and business transformation projects
in international financial institutions.
He had worked for several sizeable
international banks including Credit
Suisse and BayernLB as the roles of
First Vice President, Head of IT in Asia
Pacific, Project Director and Operations
Manager AP. Emil is currently the cofounder and CEO of Starthub Holding
Ltd., a startup entrepreneur consulting
firm. He is also a part-time lecturer of
postgraduate eBusiness and FinTech
courses of Hong Kong University SPACE,
Hong Kong Institute of Bankers, Hang
Seng Management College.
Emil leads the IBM User Group as the
Chairman since 2006. He is also the

Mr. Jason Lau
Co-founder & VP of
Business Development, OKLink

Jason leads the business development
team at OKLink and is responsible for
growing the business. He has over 9
years of international work experience
in consulting, finance and technology,
having worked at Barclays Capital in
Hong Kong and at cfx in New York.
Jason obtained his MBA from New York
University Stern School of Business,
graduating with honors, and his
Bachelor's of Arts in Economics from
Brandeis University.

founding Chairman of the Association
of Cloud and Mobile Computing
Professionals, the Vice President of
Internet Profession Association (iProA),
the Vice Chairman of Hong Kong
New Emerging Technology Education
Association. He is the judge of several
major IT competitions including Hong
Kong ICT Awards and Pan-Pearl Delta
Universities IT Projects Competition in
Hong Kong and China since 2010. He
also sits on the board of The Smart City
Consortium as the FinTech Committee
Chair and the committee of the Hong
Kong Cross Border eCommerce
Association.
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Mr. Juwan Lee
Founder and CEO, NexChange

Juwan Lee is an entrepreneur, venture
capitalist, social media and fintech
influencer and investment professional
with three decades of financial services
and investment industry experience.
His experience encompasses managing
portfolios and organizations on behalf
of multi-billion dollar hedge funds,
proprietary trading desks, asset
management and venture capital firms.
He is the Founder and CEO of
NexChange, a social network for the
global financial services industry. He
is also the CEO of Arrakis Ventures, a
venture capital firm focused on earlystage technology startups. Formerly

Mr. Kelvin Teo
Co-founder & Director,
Funding Societies | Modalku

Kelvin Teo is the Co-Founder of Funding
Societies-Modalku, the first regional
peer-to-business (P2B) lending platform
in Southeast Asia, licensed and operating
in Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia.
It is funded by Sequoia Capital and
Alpha JWC. He has spoken at major
conferences such as LendIt Shanghai,
Boao Hainan, Finnovasia Malaysia, AVCJ
Singapore and LeadCon Brunei. He has
also been featured on Bloomberg, BBC
and Business Times. Prior to this, Kelvin
served as a consulting professional at
KKR, McKinsey and Accenture. Kelvin
graduated from Harvard Business School
and National University of Singapore,
and is a certified Chartered Accountant.

he acted as the CIO of Shanghai's
largest asset management firm and
spent numerous years at JP Morgan
in a variety of roles, from principal
investments to heading equity within the
asset management division. He was an
early pioneer in managing technology
portfolios on behalf of hedge funds
like SAC Capital, Continuity Capital and
Osprey Capital as well as asset managers
like Rothschilds and Montgomery.
Juwan has funded many star companies
in the Silicon Valley, Taiwan's Hsinchu
Science Park, Korea and Israel and was
an early investor in Netscape and Yahoo.
He has an Engineering degree from the
University of California Berkeley.
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Mr. Mikaal Abdulla
Co-founder & CEO, 8 Securities

Mr. Paul Jung
Head of Products, North East Asia, VISA

A member of Asia Fintech 100, Mikaal is
the co founder and CEO of 8 Securities,
a mobile first investing service for
Millennials. His journey has taken him
through Silicon Valley, New York, London,
Dubai, Mumbai, Singapore, Tokyo and
Hong Kong. Prior to starting 8 Securities,
Mikaal was a Senior Vice President and
the Head of Asia at E*TRADE. Mikaal
began his career as a Senior Consultant
at Deloitte in the United States. Mikaal
has extensive international experience
having launched and managed
businesses and online consumer
products across Europe, the Middle East,
Asia Pacific, India and the North America.

Mikaal holds a MBA from both Columbia
University and the London Business
School. Mikaal is currently a mentor at
Chinaccelerator and a guest writer for
Tech in Asia.

Paul Jung was appointed Head of
Products, North East Asia in December
2015. He is responsible for building
Visa’s product capabilities and
overseeing strategic development of
product business in Hong Kong and
Macau, Taiwan, Korea and Mongolia.

Paul joined Visa in 1993 and has held a
range of key management roles with the
company, including heading a regional
function that manages the e-Commerce
solutions for all of Asia Pacific, Central
Europe, Middle East and Africa. Paul
also worked in Visa Korea as the Senior
Director for Product Development and
Marketing, overseeing the development
and implementation of strategic products
including debit cards, commercial cards,
chip cards, e-Commerce and mobile
commerce.

Prior to this, Paul was Head of Emerging
Products & Innovation for North Asia.
During his tenure, he has led the
team to enhance the partnership with
Visa clients, technology partners and
retailers in the development, testing and
commercialisation of innovative payment
solutions and platforms, successfully
raised the electronification of payments
to a higher level.
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Mr. Peter Koo
Partner of Advisory in Audit,
Deloitte China
National Leader of IT Advisory

Mr. Rogers Chan
Senior Manager, Risk & Strategy, SFC

Peter is the Partner of the Advisory in
Audit in the Hong Kong and Mainland
offices with the responsibility of
supporting the audit function in its
risk management of the information
systems. He led the firm's FinTech,
Electronic Commerce and System
Security Consulting service line in the
Greater China Region. He has worked
for Deloitte in different countries and has
broad experience working in the areas
of FinTech Assurance, System Processing
Consulting, Internal Audit, Risk
Management Consulting and Business
Process Re-engineering.

Peter is certified to implement WebTrust
Assurance Services and a founder for
the Hong Kong office's Certification
Authority/PKI initiative. He is also an
active member of PBOC electronic
banking expert panel and China Director
of Information Systems. Peter has also
been appointed as Guest Lecturer of
Zhongshan Univeristy PRC for MBA/
EMBA.

Mr Sammy Kam is the Technical Director
at Octopus Holdings Limited. As the
head of the Company’s Technical
Department, he is responsible for
overseeing Octopus system operations
and the research and development of
new products and services for Hong
Kong and overseas markets.

vendors, including Digital Equipment
Corporation and Unisys China Limited.

Mr Kam joined Creative Star Limited (later
renamed as Octopus Cards Limited)
in 1995 and has since been involved
in the development, implementation
and operation of the Octopus system.
Before joining Creative Star Limited, he
had worked in the software engineering
departments of leading computer

Mr Kam holds an MBA degree and a
Master of Science degree in Information
Systems Management. He is a Chartered
Engineer, a Chartered IT Professional
and a member of the British Computer
Society.
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Mr. Sammy Kam
Technical Director, Octopus Holdings
Limited

Mr Sammy Kam is the Technical Director
at Octopus Holdings Limited. As the
head of the Company’s Technical
Department, he is responsible for
overseeing Octopus system operations
and the research and development of
new products and services for Hong
Kong and overseas markets.
Mr Kam joined Creative Star Limited (later
renamed as Octopus Cards Limited)
in 1995 and has since been involved
in the development, implementation
and operation of the Octopus system.
Before joining Creative Star Limited, he
had worked in the software engineering
departments of leading computer

Mr. Sean Seah
Head of Digital Experience, HSBC

Sean is a CEO with 20+ years of global
corporate leadership experience
with HSBC, Toyota, Air New Zealand
and Langham Hotels. Being a Tech
Entrepreneur with expertise in scaling
high growth start up ventures with
Travelocity, Groupon, BondsinAsia
and Asia Pacific Digital, Sean has
been contributing significantly in
accelerating digital transformation for
global corporations and startups. Sean
is also advisory board member and
keynote speaker who is passionate
about mentoring developing the next
generation of global leader.Sean is
currently the Head of Digital Acceleration
of HSBC.

vendors, including Digital Equipment
Corporation and Unisys China Limited.
Mr Kam holds an MBA degree and a
Master of Science degree in Information
Systems Management. He is a Chartered
Engineer, a Chartered IT Professional
and a member of the British Computer
Society.
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Mr. SG Lee
CEO & Founder, Viva Republica,
South Korea

Yoshi Yokokawa
Founder & CEO, Alpaca, Japan

SG is founder/CEO of Viva Republica,
the fastest growing consumer financial
service in the world, reaching 10B GPV
run rate in just over a 2 yrs. He is also
President of the Korea Fintech Industry
Association, which is officially sanctioned
by the FSC. His experience of more than
3 years in the fintech industry allows him
to be well versed in various regulations,
successful partnerships with banks, and
scalable financial services for millennials.
SG graduated from the college of
Dentistry at Seoul National University
and has a license to practice.

Yoshi Yokokawa is a Co-Founder & CEO
of Alpaca, a venture backed fintech
startup that builds AI and Big Data
technology in financial trading. Before
co-founding Alpaca in 2015 with his
college friends, Yoshi successfully led
a software development company for
two years and sold its image recognition
product Labellio, to the Kyocera group.
Prior to that, Yoshi served as a Vice
President at Lehman Brothers and
Nomura, responsible for structuring
various financial products such as ABS,
CDO, SIV, et al, followed by establishing
himself as a full time day-trader for 3
years.
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